We can obtain some information about a graph, by using its domination polynomial.
(See [1] ). Similar to another graph polynomials, it is natural that, we have a atlas for domination polynomial and domination roots of graphs with order at most 6. For more information on these subjects refer to [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] .
In this paper, we obtain the domination polynomials and domination roots of all connected graphs of order one to six. Let us to say that, these tables has published in [6, 7] . Thanks to ArXiv for letting us to publish them for more access. Note that for disconnected graphs, we can use the following theorem: 
Graphs Domination roots Domination Polynomial
−0.4602021883 ± 0.1825822546i
−0.3100709032 ± 0.3397771285i
−2, −2, −2, 0, 0, 0
−0.2697810591 ± 0.3921620363i
−0.3376410214 ± 0.5622795121i
0, −0.3419966891 ± 0.2823999587i
.877438833 ± 0.7448617666i
−0.5563961619 ± 0.3324226433i
Graphs Domination polynomial Domination roots
0, −2.207106781 ± 0.9783183435i
−0.5563961619 ± 0.3324226433i 
−0.4700460985, −0.3371912281 ± 0.445588983i
0, −2.443603838 ± 1.081790919i
0, 0, −2.484028302, −0.1028205989 −1.706575549 ± 1.001441185i
Graphs Domination polynomial Domination roots 
−0.1739431702 ± 0.2405814331i −0.3115976882 ± 0.1063403254i 
